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For 40 years I advised people in precarious health situations.
Predominantly in cases of cancer, with a medical diagnosis of
geopathic stress. My task was to determine the reasons on the spot
and to eliminate the causes.

It is a matter of the heart for me to pass on the special knowledge
that I have been able to acquire in the course of my successful work
as a geobiological consultant, building biology measurement
technician and radiesthesic researcher.

Born 1953. Degree in education with distinction. Active as an author
since 2020. Current research on the phenomenon of planetary lines.



Book description:

The easy-to-understand introduction builds an attractive bridge for
traditionally working dowsers, commuters - and also beginners - to
a way of working that not only increases the reliability of the results.

It supports the radiesthesic work like a tailwind. The exact
adjustment of the „Lecher Antenna“ or the „French Universal
Pendulum“ is the secret that explains the extremely lively, powerful
response - selective and pinpoint - a joy for the user.

The black and white of sober „reaction zones“ becomes
quasicoloured, and the results are easier to name and communicate.

Without question, the effectiveness of geobiological counselling
benefits from the method. But it becomes indispensable with the
planetary lines that the author presented. The aesthetic structure of
21 spectroids cannot be adequately grasped by traditional mental
methods because of their complexity and systematics.

The „leylines“ reveal themselves in the author’s research as
planetary lines. They explain their complexity and distinctiveness,
and they enable unambiguous naming. Therefore, a serious future
leyline research is hardly imaginable without an open-mindedness
for a physical radiesthesia.

This book is dedicated to this situation. May it inspire and encourage
new learning and discovery!
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